
 
 

PRESS INFORMATION 

28th Stubai Cup 2020 
We are back! 

Save the date: 06.-08.03.2020 

The Stubai Cup team is already in the starting blocks and fully motivated to bring the largest 

paraglider testival in the Alps back to life in 2020. At the open-air trade fair, you can once again 

take a close look at and test the latest trends in the world of paragliding from over 25 manufacturers. 

Who knows - maybe it’s love at first sight. Love is in the air at the 28th Stubai Cup! Come along and 

experience the Stubai Cup motto with us: "make love, go paragliding"! 

TESTIVAL & OPEN AIR EXHIBITION 

More than 20 manufacturers offer their products for testing at the open-air fair at the landing site. 

Try out the latest paragliders, harnesses, flight instruments and equipment from leading paraglider 

manufacturers. 

Action and fun are provided in the air and on the ground. The Freestyle team will once again show 

impressive flight shows and, together with Théo de Blic, the three-time world champion in acro 

flying, will amaze the audience. 

In addition to chilled sound, hot sausages and the breathtaking air shows on the event site, exciting 

lectures are on the program in the evening. 

NIGHT PROGRAM - SPECIAL LECTURES BY PROFESSIONALS 

At the Freizeitzentrum Neustift, professional aviators give lectures with adrenaline-rich and at the 

same time informative insights into the life of an aviator. On Friday, March 6, Pascal Purin (Red 

Bull X-Alps participant from Austria) and Théo de Blic will be on the stage of the event hall. On 

Saturday, March 7, Paul Guschlbauer will report on his participation in the Red Bull X-Alps Race 

and an adventure flight. 

It always starts at 8:00 p.m. or 8:30 p.m. in the leisure center (Freizeitzentrum) in Neustift. 

TWO MOUNTAINS, ONE GOAL 

During the three days at the Stubai Cup, the two well-looked after starting places with up to 1,200 

meters altitude difference will start: at Schlick 2000 in Fulpmes and at Elfer in Neustift. It lands at 

the event-landing site in Neustift. A specially set up shuttle takes you several times a day from the 

event-landing site to the Schlick 2000 lift in Fulpmes. In addition, there is a daily pilot briefing at the 

flight school every day: Here you can get wind, weather and area information first hand! 

FUN CUP & DRAWN of a paraglider 

The focus of the three days will be on having fun and exchanging ideas. As every year, the Fun 

Cup is the highlight of the Stubai Cup. Each pilot automatically participates in the Cup with his 

registration and thus has the opportunity to win great prizes. The main prize is an EN-A paraglider, 

which will be drawn on Sunday at 3 p.m. among all registered pilots. 

LET'S FLY TOGETHER 

The Parafly Club with its many volunteers is looking forward to the 28th Stubai Cup. The long-term 

sponsors such as the Alpine Paragliding Center Stubai and the Parafly Flight School, the Stubai 



 
 

Tourism Association, Red Bull and AustriAlpin, as well as the lift operators of the Schlick 2000 and 

the Elferlifte will be happy to support the event again. 

Hans-Peter Eller from the Parafly Stubaital flight school founded the Stubai Cup in 1988. In his 

memory, the event has been successfully carried out for 14 years. 

We look forward to your visit in the "paraglider's living room"! 

Your Parafly Club 

 

FACTS FACTS FACTS 

What: 28th Stubai Cup 

When: 06.-08. March 2020 

Where: Parafly flight school, Neustift im Stubaital 

Starting places: Elferlift Neustift, Schlick2000 Fulpmes 

Event landing site: Neustift im Stubaital 

Organizer: Flugschule Parafly GmbH, Moos 18, 6167 Neustift im Stubaital 

Telephone: 0043/5226/3344 

Web: www.parafly.at/stubai-cup/en/  

www.facebook.com/Stubai-Cup 

#stubaicup #paraflystubai  

http://www.parafly.at/stubai-cup/en/
http://www.facebook.com/Stubai-Cup

